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BRADFORD 2025
CREATIVE DIRECTOR

BRADFORD HAS BEEN NAMED AS UK CITY  
OF CULTURE 2025. 

Our vision is to use arts and culture to fuel  
the social, economic and creative renaissance 
of our district; to make Bradford one of the 
most welcoming places in the UK where 
artists, producers, audiences and creative 
entrepreneurs can flourish. 

Fiercely proud of its creativity, boldness and independence  
of spirit, Bradford’s story is ready to be told and our storytellers 
come from all parts of the globe. This is a district built by 
entrepreneurs, shaped by an international community and 
a history of world-famous artists, performers, writers and 
musicians.  

This is also Bradford’s moment to showcase to the world what 
modern British culture looks like. And Bradford 2025 will be 
where the passionate young voices of the future will be heard. 
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Bradford’s 2025 UK City of Culture bid has already forged 
new collaborations, connections and creative conversations, 
connected arts and cultural activities with our outstanding 
heritage sites across the district, with the built environment, 
our glorious natural landscapes and the huge range of creative, 
voluntary and social organisations working in education, health 
and wellbeing and environmental activities across the district.

Bradford 2025 will be led by an executive team comprising 
Creative Director and Executive Director. One of these roles 
will also hold the position of CEO of the Trust, and this will be 
agreed on appointment.

The role in partnership with our Executive Director will support 
our commitment to tackling inequalities, to unleash the 
limitless imaginations of our young and diverse population, to 
evidence the positive changes that arts and culture can make in 
everyone’s life and to change perceptions of Bradford in the UK 
and around the world.

As Bradford 2025’s Creative Director you will lead on cultural 
programming, the development of the cultural capacity of the 
district, working with local, national and international partners 
to produce an ambitious programme of work for 2025.
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You will also recruit and manage the creative and 
production teams and work closely with senior colleagues 
communications, audience development, fundraising and 
finance.  Working with other colleagues, you’ll also be the 
public face of the Trust, attending key cultural and networking 
events, hosting visits to the district and supporting fundraising 
and partnership development.

This is a full time role, we are willing to consider secondments 
and job share applications.

SALARY
Between £80,000 and £100,000, depending on experience.

TO APPLY PLEASE SEND YOUR CV WITH  
A COVERING LETTER (MAX 2 SIDES A4) TO
info@bradford2025.co.uk >

CLOSING DATE
Sunday 17th July 5pm

Bradford 2025 >

2025 Media Pack >
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ROLES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES

–  Provide inspirational leadership in collaboration with the 
Executive Director in delivering Bradford 2025 UK City of 
Culture, ensuring Bradford’s profile, reputation and cultural 
activity maintains a high level of respect within the district, the 
wider West Yorkshire region, nationally and internationally.

–  Promote and maintain an organisational culture which values 
the highest standards in creative and management practice, 
drawing the very best from collaborators, staff, volunteers,  
and partners.

–  Nurture, develop and grow the capacity of the talent pool in 
Bradford working in the cultural and creative sectors for the 
long term benefit of the cultural sector in the district.

–  Lead responsibility for the creative programme and producing 
teams responsible for the delivery of projects at all scales across 
the district, nationally and internationally.

–  Lead responsibility for working closely with artists, creative and 
production teams to develop and deliver complex commissions 
and collaborations from development through to delivery.

–  Recruit Bradford 2025’s creative and production teams and 
collaborators, identifying community collaborators and local, 
regional, national and international partners and participants 
and support and embed their creative engagement in the 
development and delivery of creative projects.
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–  Lead on the R&D of ideas to full commission & production 
where appropriate, identifying resources and other forms of 
in-kind support to realise the successful delivery of the cultural 
programme of Bradford 2025 to the highest possible standards.

–  Maintain excellent high-level working relationships with Trustees, 
advisory groups and key stakeholders locally, regionally and 
nationally.

–  Act as joint spokesperson for the organisation and develop 
good, productive relations with the press and other media.

–  Develop and nurture creative relationships with artists, co-
commissioners and other organisations to build robust creative 
working practices whilst maximising the potential to increase 
opportunities for local engagement and audience development.

–  Work with the Trust’s Executive Director and programme, 
marketing, financial and production colleagues, draft and 
monitor budgets across development, production, technical, 
artist liaison, and delivery.

–  Negotiate artist and project team fees and contracts, including 
commission and freelance project contracts and briefs.

–  Provide regular updates to the Board and advisory groups, 
stakeholders and funders.

–  Work flexibly and creatively with all members of the Bradford 
2025 team and contribute to delivering other elements of 
the creative and production team’s work including coaching, 
professional development and people management.

–  Jointly lead on the organisation’s vision and policies regarding 
equal opportunities and diversity, artistic ambition, participation 
and engagement, health and safety, evaluation, and monitoring.

–  Champion and advocate for the role that arts, culture and 
heritage can play in civic life and social change.
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PERSON 
SPECIFICATION

–  Proven experience of developing and producing a range of  
high impact events at all scales and in all forms including visual, 
creative media, performing arts, outdoor and digital arts.

–  Excellent commissioning, producing and project management 
skills to develop successful and high-quality cultural and  
creative projects.

–  Experience of working with UK public and private cultural funding 
sources including Arts Council England, DCMS, National Lottery 
and corporate sponsors.

–  Excellent leadership and communication skills, able to build, 
manage and maintain relationships with colleagues, agencies,  
and a range of strategic partners and supporting media, 
marketing and communications activities.

–  Confident and skilled at communicating and engaging with  
a diverse mix of people including those from communities  
that are under-represented in arts and cultural life as well  
as regional, national and international partners.

–  Excellent organisational skills, with the ability to balance and 
prioritise a demanding and diverse workload.

–  Ability to work autonomously whilst also being flexible leading  
a multidisciplinary team in a fast-paced environment.

–  Experience of writing and managing project budgets and 
establishing monitoring systems.

–  Experience of providing regular updates to Board and advisory 
groups, stakeholders, partners and funders.

–  Excellent administration skills with strong attention to  
detail including understanding and knowledge of contracts, 
budgeting, using financial systems, reporting and work planning.

–  Positive advocate for the role that arts, cultural and heritage  
can play in civic life, well-being and social change.

–  Attributes of resilience, diplomacy, confidentiality, trust and 
respect for colleagues and partners.

–  To be based in, or able to move within commuting distance  
of Bradford District.
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